Why YOU should NOT buy from an

UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

Here are some things you should consider before you buy from an UNLICENSED HVAC CONTRACTOR!

⇒ The Equipment Manufacturer probably will NOT WARRANTY the equipment if there is a problem.
⇒ The contractor may not be trained by the manufacturer to install that type of sophisticated, computerized equipment
⇒ He probably is not competent to design the proper system for your home.
⇒ If there is an insurance claim, the insurance company may not cover it
⇒ He may not be in business tomorrow to stand behind his work.
⇒ He probably does not have workers’ comp: What if he gets hurt at YOUR home? YOU are liable!
⇒ He may not pay his bills and your property could be liened
⇒ He probably has not gotten Continuing Education and is not up on current codes, laws and mfgers’ installation instructions
⇒ He probably has not gotten the proper permits

If he were doing all of these things, why wouldn’t he be licensed?

Do you really want to risk it?
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